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1 Introduction 

This report is based on the author's talk given at RIMS on November 7th, 2019. 
Two-microlocal ideas in wavelet analysis are considered. Sections 2 and 3 are taken 
from [JM] and [MY], respectively. Section 4 deals with some recent results obtained 
in [Mo]. 

2 What is "two-micro local estimate" ? 

We first give a brief survey of Jaffard-Meyer (1996). See [JM]. The determination 
of the pointwise regularity of a function f requires the use of some tools introduced 
by Bony (1986). See [Bo]. 

Let Sj be the "low-pass filter" which, after performing the Fourier transform, is 

the multiplication by (p(2-j~), where (p(~) = 1 if 1~1 :::; 1/2 and 戸（~) = o if 1~1 ミ 1.
Define今＝ Sj+l-Sj. Thus we have the Littlewood-Paley decomposition: 

Id= S。＋ △。＋ △1 + ・... 

The Fourier transform ofふ(f)is supported by the set 2た 1< |C| S 2j+1. 

Definition 2.1 (Jaffard-Meyer). Lets, s'E政． Then f ES'（政門 issaid to belong 

to c;/ if 
ISo(J)(x)I :=; C(l + Ix -xal)-s' 

and 
心(f)(x)I<::'. C2―JS(1 +2叶x-xol)-s'. 

Definition 2.2 (Bony). Lets, s'E罠． Thenf ES'（即） issaid to belong to H;{ if 

誓 (1+ 2叶x-xol)8’△](J)IIL2 <::'. Cj 

with I: I吠 <00.

Remark 2.3. We have the following fact: u E H;~-k, with k being a positive integer, 
if and only if u =区玉k(x-xo)□where Ua E-Hs-la|（即）．
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Let us now consider an orthonomal wavelet basis on町． Sucha basis is composed 
by translations and dilations of 2n -1 functionsゆ(i).Recall the usual notation 

ば(x)= 2nj/2砂 (21x-k), j E Z, k E Z匹

The wavelet decomposition of a function f will be written 

f = L cj,k2nj/2砂 (2位ー k).

i,j,k 

We will usually forget the index i. The following result is easy to check: 

p roposition 2.4. f E S'国） belongsto C~~s' 
XO 

if and only if 

ICj,klさC2―(s+n/2)j(l+ 2jlk2―j -xol)-s'. 

The following characterization also holds: 

p roposition 2.5. f E S'（町） belongsto H~~s 
XO 

if and only if 

L 22js(l + 2jlk2―j -xal)2s'1cj，計く 00.

j,k 

Our next purpose is to characterize the two-microlocal spaces in terms of local 
"Holder type" conditions. In order to state these conditions, we need the Holder-

Zygmund spacesか（町）． IfO < s < 1, then f Eび（町） ischaracterized by 

IJ(x) -f(y)I :S Clx -Y|凡

If s = 1, then f Eび（町） ischaracterized by 

IJ(x + h) -2f(x) + J(x -h)IさClhl.

The definition of the case where s > l needs higher order differences and is omitted. 
It is easily checked that f Eび（町） ifand only if its wavelet coefficients satisfy 

the condition 
IC1,kl'.S C2―(s+n/2)J. 

Let Ac瞑匹 Bydefinition, a function f belongs to cs (A) if it is the restriction to 
A of a function F inび（町）． Thenorm off is then the infimum of all possible norms 

of Finか（即）． LetBP be the ball lx-x01 :Sp, and r P the annulus p'.S lx-x01 :S 3p. 
The following characterizations are the starting point of the talk: 

Theorem 2.6. Ifs'< 0, then f E S'（町） belongsto c;~s'if and only if 
のo

II! I cs+s'(B』|：：：：： Cp―s'. 

Ifs'> 0, then f ES'（町） belongsto C~~s'if and only if f Eか（町） and

llf I cs+s'(じ)||：：：：： Gp―s'. 

(1) 

(2) 
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Proof. We assume that the waveletゆiscompactly supported and that O E supp似
See [D]. We denote by C'the diameter of supp心． Wefirst suppose that f belongs 
to c~,s 

XO 
so that its wavelet coefficients satisfy 

IC1,kl :S C2―(s+n/2)j(l + l2jxo -kl)-s'. (3) 

Note且rstthat if s'> 0, then the inequality (3) implies that ICJ,k Iさ c2-(s+n/2)J'

and so f belongs toか（町）． Wesplit the wavelet decomposition 

J= I:c砂，K

into three sums: f =Ji+ h + h The first, fぃcorrespondsto the wavelets whose 
supports do not intersect the ball BP (or the annulus「P),and we can forget this 
sum. 

Next we consider the sum h whose coefficients satisfy 2切:SlOC'; in that case, 
because 21lk2-j -x01 can be estimated from above by some constant comparable to 
lOC', the inequality (3) becomes 

ICj,klさC2―(s+n/2)1,

and so llh Iび（町）II:S C. The inequalities (1) and (2) for h follow from this. (The 
details are omitted.) 

Finally we consider the remaining sum h whose coefficients satisfy 21 p 2'. lOC'. 
Ifs'> 0, then the inequality (3) becomes 

ICj,kl :S C2―(s+s'+n/2)j p―s', 

because the supports of the wavelets are inside the annulus r P so that lx0-k2→|2'. p. 
The corresponding sum h satisfies 

||f3 Iぴ＋S＇（町） IIさCp―s'.

Ifs'< 0, then the inequality (3) implies that 

ICJ,kl :S C2―(s+n/2)j (1 + 2切）―s':SC2―(s+s'+n/2)j p―s'. 

We have the same conclusion as above. 
Conversely let us assume that (1) or (2) holds. We consider a given wavelet朽，K・

If s'< 0, then we take for p the smallest number such that the support of妬，kis 
completely included in BP so that any function extending f outside BP has the same 
wavelet coefficient C1,k, and the inequality (1) implies that 

2(s+s'+n/2)j I cj,k I :S C p―s'. 

Ifs'> 0 and lxo -k2→| ＞2C12-J, then the support of妬，kis completely included 
in rP when p = lxo -k2-1l/2 so that any function extending f outside rP has the 
same wavelet coefficient C1,k, and the inequality (2) implies that 

is+s'+n/2)j I cj,k I :S C p―s'. 

If s'> 0 and I xo -k2可:S2C'2→,then we have to prove that ICJ,kl :S c2-(s+n/2)1, 

which is implied by the assumption that f Eび（即）．ロ
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3 Two-microlocal Besov spaces and wavelets 

Two-microlocal Besov spaces are considered by Moritoh-Yamada (2004), which is a 
natural extension of Jaffard-Meyer (1996). See [MY]. 

We first give the following definition and proposition. See [M] and [T]. 

Definition 3.1 (homogeneous Besov space). Let s > 0 and 1 ::; p, qさ oo. Then 

the homogeneous Besov B贔（町） isdefined as the set of all tempered distributions f 

(modulo polynomials) satisfying 

11!1勾，q国）1|＝ （区2JSqII戸（亨f)IL謬）1|q）1/q< OO. 
jEZ 

Here, Ff(~) denotes the Fourier transform of f(x), and｛幻｝jEZis a smooth resolu-
tion of unity. 

Proposition 3.2. f E Bん（町） ifand only if 

q/p 

冒(~〇|P) ＜ oo,
where s = s + n/2 -n/p. 

We can define the local Besov spaces B贔(U)by restriction (see the previous 

section), and we now give the definition of the two-microlocal Besov spaces B瓢(U),
where U is an open subset of町．

Definition 3.3 (two-microlocal Besov space). Lets > 0, s'E股 and1 ~ p, q ~ oo. 

Then f ES'（町） issaid to belong to the two-microlocal Besov space B瓢(U)if the 

following two-microlocal estimate holds: 

III I B;:;'(U) II ＝［〗 2JSq{とn |(1+2Jd(K2―J,U)）s’cJK丁r<oo, 

where d(k2―j, U) denotes the distance from k2ゴ tou. 

In order to state the local Besov type conditions in our theorem below, we shall 

use the following notation as an analogue of Hormander's notation [H]: If g(p) is a 

function of the real variable p, defined for all positive p, we write g(p) = 0(p）（P―s) 

if and only if 

1R(g(p)ps虞＝ 1Rg(p)Ppsp-ldp < oo for every R > 0. 
o P Jo 
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Theorem 3.4. Lets > 0, s'< 0 and 1 :s; p'.S oo. Let U be an open subset in町

and AP= {x E阻び； d(x,U)< p, x tt U}. Then f ES'（恨？り belongs to B仇名'(U)if 
and only if there exists a decomposition f = Ji + h such that 

f1 E均，p国），

and 
||f2 |B芦s'(A』|＝CJ(P)(p―s'). 

Proof. We assume that the wavelet心iscompactly supported and that O E supp似

We denote by C'the diameter of the support of the wavelet似 LetfEB芦(U).
Then its wavelet coefficients satisfy 

L2jspど (1+ 2jd(k2―j'U))81 Cj,k「<00. (4) 
jEZ kEZn 

We write fas 

f = L cj,kい＋ L cj,k叱，K＝： f1 +f2• 
supp朽，knu銭 supp朽，knU=0

If supp切，kn U -f. 0, then 2J d(2→k, U) is estimated from above by some constant 

comparable to C'. Therefore Ji E均，p(町）．
Next we split the wavelet decomposition of h into three sums h＝冗1+冗2＋冗か

Let R > 0 be fixed. The first,区1,corresponds to the wavelets whose supports do 
not intersect AR, and we can forget this sum. 

Next we consider the sum江 whosecoefficients satisfy 2噴::;lOC'; in that case, 
because 2Jd(2→k, U) can be estimated from above by some constant comparable to 

lOC', we have that江 E均，p(町）．
Finally we consider the remaining sum区3whose coefficients satisfy 2J R 2: lOC'. 

We decompse AR into the "curved annuli" as follows: 

心＝ u{x E町； 2-m-lさd(x,U)さ2―m}= LJ Dm. (5) 
mEZ;2-m：：：：R m；加R：：：：1

By using this decomposition (5), we can write (4) as follows: 

区 2]5p ど (1+ 2J-m)忍P L IC1,klp < CX). (6) 

J;2JR2'.10C' m;2mR2'.1 k; k2-JEDm 
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The case where m > j + L(C'), L(C') being an integer dependent only on C', is 
negligible because supp灼，knU = 0. Therefore we obtain from (6) that 

ここ四2(j-m)s'p L ICj，訊＝
j;2JRミ1OC’m;2mR〉1 k;K2-j€Dm 

m印十L(C1)

= I: 2―ms'p L 2jp(s+s') L ICj汀 <00.

m;2mR2'.1 J; 2J R2:1DC1 
j2'.m-L(C1) 

k;k2-JEDrn 

On the other hand, the ()(Pl_condition that for every R > 0, 

1R (P81 llh I B;~s'(Ap)llr 些< OO 

o P 

follows from the condition that 

I:2―us'p L 2jp(ii十s') I: L ICば <00.
uEZ;2一"'.oR j;2jR::0:10C' vEZ;v2'u k;k2-JEDv 

(7) 

(8) 

Because supp叱，knU = 0, and the geometric series江，u'.'ov2-uS'p is estimated from 

above by some constant comparble to 2―vs'P (note that s'< 0), this last condition 

(8) follows from that 

L2―vs'p L 2jp(s+s') L ICj,kげ<00.

v; 2v R:C:1 J; 21 R210C1 
i2v-L(C1) 

k; k2-JEDv 

(9) 

It follows from (7) and (9) that the remaining sum区3 satisfies the local Besov 

びp)_condition,as desired. 

Conversely let us assume that f = Ji + h satisfies the following conditions: 

f1 E均，p(尉）， (10) 

and 

||f2 | B芦s1(Ar)II = 0叫p―s'). (11) 

We note that if the support of the wavelet叱，kis completely included in Ap, then 

any function extending h outside AP has the same wavelet coefficient Cj,k・ From 

this remark and (11), we have that for any R > 0, 

L2―us'pど2JP(ii十s') L ICJ,klp < 00. 

u; 2u R2:l JEZ k; k2-i EA2-u 

The condition (12) is equivalent to that 

ど2Jp(s+s')L ICj,k化 L 2―us'p < OO. 

JEZ kEZn u; 2uR2:1 
2ud(k2-J,U)<'.1 

(12) 
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After the calculation of the geometric sum, we arrive at the following: 

（）  区2jp(ii+s')L ICj,k『 d(k2―j,U)8'P -Rs'p) < 00. (13) 

jEZ kEZn 

Note thats'< 0. Then as R→oo in (13), we obtain that 

L 2isp L I (1 + 2id(k2―j'U) r'cj,k Ip < oo, 
jEZ kEZれ

that is h E B二(U).Taking into account the assumption (10) that Ji E B; 町叫），
we conclude that f = Ji + h E B；塁（U). ロ

4 Two-microlocal Besov spaces with dominating 

mixed smoothness 

Moritoh (2016) considers "two-microlocal Besov spaces with dominating mixed smooth-
ness" as a natural extension of Jaffard-Meyer (1996) and Moritoh-Yamada (2004) by 
taking account of uncertainty functions given by Weyl-Hormander calculus (Bony-
Lerner, 1989). See [Mo] and [BL]. 

We treat only the case where n = 2. Let us now consider an orthonormal wavelet 
basis on囮'.2composed by translations and dilations of心(x1)心（四）， where心(x)is a 
one-dimensional compactly supported smooth wavelet. Let叱，k(x)= 2j/2心(2Jx-k) 
for j E Z, k E Z. Then every f E S'（艮り willbe written 

J(x) = L L cj,k島，k1い）化叫叫，
jEV k翌；2

where j = (j1,J2) and k = (k1,朽）．
Let s1,砂＞ 0and 1 ~ Pi, P2, qi, q2さoo.Then the homogeneous Besov space 

with dominating mixed smoothness SBん，，国） isdefined as the set of all tempered 
distributions f (modulo polynomials) satisむing

IIJISiJ如（酎）II

= ［旦JR位(JR2]1Sl+J2S2(i.pげ J2l)V(x心） p五）芸）〗X2『Foo,
wheres= (sぃs2),p= (P1,P2),q = (q1,q2), and 

(rpiirpjJt(x1,x2) = (rpii(＜リ¢]2（ら）J(ふ，6)t(x1,x2)-

See Schmeisser-Ttiebel [ST]. 
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Let us recall the fact that f E SB如（配） ifand only if 

（〗（と（旱 |2恥＋砂c]k|p『)]]訂く oo,
whereふ＝ふ＋ 1/2-1/pi (i = 1, 2). See [B] and [V]. We treat only the case where 

p = q = (p,p), 1さPさoo.We can define the local Besov space SBら（股おl X A砂
as usual, where恥1x AP denotes the horizontal strip { (x1,巧） ；X1 E罠， Ix叶<p}

for p > 0. We can also give the definition of the two-microlocal Besov space with 
dominating mixed smoothness SB;:t,s2),s3（四 x{O}) as follows: 

Definition 4.1. Let s1心＞ 0,S3 E股， and1 ::::; p ::::; oo. Then f E S'（配） is
said to belong to the two-microlocal Besov space with dominating mixed smoothness 
SB;靡's2),s3（罠x1x {O}) if the following two-microlocal estimate holds: 

llf I SB~信 ’s2),s3 （旧~x1x{O})II

：＝ ［筵がJふ＋応）p（l+2叫(|転＋1)2―J22→)83P|Cj,KIPl:OO,

where J1 V必＝ max{j1,必｝．

Our main theorem of this section is the following: 

Theorem 4.2. Let si > 0,的く 0,均十的＞ 0(i = 1, 2), and 1 ::Sp :'.S oo. Then 

JES'（配） belongsto SB~閏 's2),s3 （四 x{ 0}) if and only if there exi ere exists a decomposition 

f = Ji + h + h + f 4 such that 

f1 ESB芦;,S2)（匝り， f2 E SB;g+S3,S2)（恥り，

f3 ESB;：；+S3,S2-S3)（配），

and 
llf4 I sB;信's2+sa)（旧Xl X Ap)II = Q(Pl(p―83). 

X1 

X2 

伽
X1 
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SKech of the ?roof: We employ the method used in the proof of Theorem 4.2. 
Let f ESB~靡 'S2J,S3叫 x {O}).-Then its wavelet coefficients ~atisfy 

ど区 2(J15叶応）P(l+ 2h +（|朽|＋ 1)2―122j1Vj2)83PICj,k『<00. (14) 

jEZ2 k繹 2

We decompose fas follows: 

f = !1 + h, 
where Ji and h correspond to the cases where O E suppゆi2,k2and O tf_ suppゆ］2,k2,
respectively. 

E.i!:§t: We decompose Ji into three parts according to {j1 > 0，必＞ O},{j2 < 
O,jl >必｝， and{j1 < 0,必＞ J1}． 

~: We decompose h into three parts, among which the case where 2J2 R ~ 
lOC'is the most important. 

Ibl!:g: We decompose this important term into three parts according to {j1 < 
0，必く m},{j1 > 0,必＜ Ji+m}, and｛必＞ m,わ＞ j1+ m }. The last term yields 
the function f4 characterized by the local Besov type condition with dominating 
mixed smoothness. 

Summing up, the case where 2J2 R ~ lOC'(Risa fixed positve number),必＞ m,

必＞ ］・1+ m (m > -log2 R) yields the function k 

We finally remark that the case where j1>必andj2 < 0 in the wavelet decom-
position of Ji yields the function h E S iJ昇+s3,s2-s3)（配）．

2
 

J1 

2・

m□ 
Remark 4.3. The idea of this theorem is that every f belonging to the generalized 
function space SB~悶 's2),s3 （股の1 x {O}) has a good decomposition f =区いJi,where 
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the term f 4 represents the singularities of the function f along the line鰐 they

satisfy the local Besov type conditions in the neighborhood of the x1 -axis. (As we 

have seen in section 2, every f E B;g'（Xo) has a good decomposition f = f1 + f2, 
where the term h represents the singularities of the function f at the point x0.) 

Our future research is a more complete theory of two-microlocal spaces using Weyl-

Hormander calculus. 

Remark 4.4. The typical examples considered by Jaffard-Meyer are an indefinitely 

oscillating function of the form呼 sin(l／砂）， andRiemann's nondifferentiable func-

tion u(x) = ~:=l (1／忙）sin(1r炉x),where the Holder regularity at a point x。de-
pends on the Diophintine approximation properties of x。.Higherdimensional sin-

gularities will be studied in our future research. 

Remark 4.5. The two-microlocal Besov spaces of product type are easily introduced 

and characterized. It is associated with the uncertainty functions入i= 1 + Ix』&|
(i = 1, 2); the norm of the wavelet coefficients Cj,k is defined by means of the 

weighted coefficients 2(j由＋J函）（1+ lk 1|）釘(1+ lk叶）s;1cj,kl-

P2 

X1 

恥1x Ap2 and Ap1 x恥四
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